National Association of Schools of Theatre

Philip K. Nacy
Chair, Department of Theatre and Dance

Kenneth L. Stilson
Department of Theatre and Dance
MS 7850
Southeast Missouri State University
One University Plaza
Cape Girardeau, MO 63701

Dear Professors Nacy and Stilson:

Thank you for submitting your application for review by the NAST Commission on Accreditation. The Commission, at its March 2014 meetings, took action on the institution’s application.

Please find enclosed a Commission Action Report describing this action in detail. This Report contains information of note and, if applicable, any requests for further information from the Commission. Please note the Association’s policy regarding Disclosure and Confidentiality, a copy of which has been enclosed. As requested by the institution, a copy of this Report is being forwarded to the individuals listed below.

This action is taken based upon a review of Southeast Missouri State University according to the NAST accreditation standards in effect in March of 2014.

The institution, seeking accreditation with NAST, is asked to participate in reviews and revisions to the NAST Handbook, and is reminded to maintain its operations and programs current with NAST standards as these are developed and approved.

The Commission on Accreditation and the Association appreciate the institution’s efforts with regard to its application, and its careful consideration of and attention to NAST accreditation standards and guidelines. Further, the Commission and Association appreciate the work accomplished by the institution and its theatre unit on behalf of theatre and higher education.

Please contact the NAST National Office staff if you have questions, or need assistance with regard to this action or any other aspect of the work of the Association.

We offer congratulations on your achievements and best wishes for the continuing success of the institution.

Thank you.

Sincerely yours,

Karen P. Moynahan
Executive Director

KPM:ck
Enclosure

cc: Ken Dobbins, President
Southeast Missouri State University
Bill Eddleman, Provost ✓
Southeast Missouri State University
April 17, 2014

SOUTHEAST MISSOURI STATE UNIVERSITY
Department of Theatre and Dance

Action:

The Commission voted to accept the response and grant Associate Membership with the degree listing indicated below.

The Commission requests a progress report addressing the issues cited below.

NAST Degree Listing:

Bachelor of Arts – 4 years: Theatre.
Bachelor of Fine Arts – 4 years: Acting; Design/Technology; Musical Theatre.

Next Full Review:

2019-2020 Academic Year

Items for Progress Report:

1. The Commission requests an update on successful conclusion of the search for a full-time assistant professor in the area of movement/combat/acting to be added in the Fall of 2014 (see Response to Commission Action Report, page 2).

2. The Commission requests an update on successful conclusion of the search for a full-time faculty line in the area of voice/acting to be added in the Fall of 2015 (see Response to Commission Action Report, page 3).

Due Dates for Progress Report:

For item 1. above:
February 1, 2015 for consideration at the Commission meetings of March 2015.
For item 2. above:
February 1, 2016 for consideration at the Commission meetings of March 2016.

The Procedures for Submitting Responses and Progress Reports may be downloaded from the NAST Web site at http://nast.arts-accredit.org (see “Accreditation Procedures” and beneath that, “Other Procedures”).

Commendations:

The Commission commends the institution for its thorough response to the Commission Action Report, which reflects the institution’s dedication to the Department of Theatre and Dance. The Commission further commends the institution for its consistent dedication to program improvement and the accreditation process.

Karen P. Moynahan
Executive Director
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RULES OF PRACTICE AND PROCEDURE

ARTICLE XIII

DISCLOSURE AND CONFIDENTIALITY

Section 1. NAST provides numerous services that include the publication of policy statements, reports, and surveys. These are available to the public for a fee. Upon request, NAST will provide the academic and professional qualifications of the members of its policy and decision-making bodies and its administrative personnel.

Section 2. Upon request, NAST will make publicly available all information about an institution that is published in the NAST Directory (see Article XI, Section 3). NAST will also indicate whether or not an institution holds or has held accredited Membership.

Section 3. NAST will not make publicly available any information supplied by the institution or by representatives of NAST in the course of the accreditation process. This includes Self-Studies, Visitors’ Reports, and correspondence. While NAST encourages institutions to make publicly available information about their accredited status and to share accreditation materials with individuals and agencies having legitimate claim to information beyond that available to the general public, the Association regards all accreditation materials as the property of the institution. Therefore, release of these materials is either through the institution or by its permission.

Section 4. If an institution releases information that misrepresents or distorts any action by NAST with respect to any aspect of the accreditation process, or the status of affiliation with NAST, the chief executive officer of the institution and the program director, where applicable, will be notified and informed that corrective action must be taken. If the misrepresentation or distortion is not promptly corrected, NAST, at its discretion, may release a public statement in such a form and content as it deems necessary to provide the correct information.

Section 5. Certain relationships yield information which legally cannot be disclosed without the consent of the person who provides it—for example, the relationship between physician and patient, between attorney and client, between clergy and penitent, etc. Should such information, or other information that is protected under law by a comparable privilege or safeguard, come into the hands of NAST or an NAST evaluation team, its disclosure to persons other than the immediate recipients is forbidden.